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Abstract
The thesis is focused on the phenomenon of the cross–currency swap and tenor swap basis
spread in foreign exchange (FX) and interest rate markets, which contradicts textbook
no arbitrage conditions and has become an important feature of these markets since the
beginning of the Global Financial Crisis (GFC) in 2007.
The results demonstrate empirically that the basis spread can not be explained by trans-
action costs alone and is therefore due to a new perception by the market of risks involved
in the execution of textbook “arbitrage” strategies. We show that using the basis spread
as a proxy for the market valuation of these risks, a better empirical explanation than
hitherto found in the literature can be obtained for the “uncovered interest rate parity
(UIP) puzzle,” i.e. the phenomenon that carry trades taking advantage of interest rate
diﬀerentials between diﬀerent currencies have positive excess returns on average. Fur-
thermore, considering the single–currency basis spread (the “tenor basis”), the empirical
analysis of market data since the GFC has led us to a model which reduces the dimen-
sionality of the tenor basis from observed term structures for every tenor pair down to
term structures of two factors characterising the driving liquidity risk, and demonstrates
that the tenor basis swap market is in the process of maturing since the turmoil of the
xii
GFC.
There are three main contributions in this thesis. In Chapter 3 we examine the role
of transaction costs in explaining the basis spread in cross–currency basis swaps. Based
upon transaction costs, we derive bounds which should eliminate arbitrage in practice.
The empirical results are consistent with the conventional market wisdom that to a large
extent, transaction costs alone precluded arbitrage opportunities before the GFC. How-
ever, the no–arbitrage bounds have been persistently violated since the GFC. We propose
that the market is prevented from exploiting such violations and making arbitrage proﬁt
by increased market imperfections, in particular the currency liquidity risk. These imper-
fections have resulted in forward and currency swap prices being determined by supply
and demand pressures, rather than by arbitrage considerations.
In Chapter 4 we aim to explain the UIP puzzle by a model with liquidity risk. We em-
pirically examine the eﬀect of FX market liquidity risk on the excess returns of currency
carry trades. Based upon Chapter 3 results, we use the violations of no–arbitrage bounds
as the proxy for the market expectation of liquidity risk. The liquidity proxy, along with
FX market volatility factors, is signiﬁcant in explaining the abnormal returns of carry
trades, particularly after the GFC. Our liquidity proxy is also statistically more signif-
icant than alternative proxies for liquidity risk in related studies. Our ﬁndings provide
evidence that the UIP puzzle can potentially be resolved after controlling for liquidity risk.
In Chapter 5 and 6, we focus on the high–dimensional modelling problem existing in
xiii
the single–currency tenor swap market. Based on empirical results of recent studies, we
propose an intensity–based model to describe the arrival time of liquidity shocks in the
interbank market. With the no–arbitrage argument and non–linear constrained optimi-
sations, we calibrate the model parameters to quoted basis spreads in tenor swaps. Our
model reduces the dimensionality of the problem down to two factors: the intensity and
the loss rate characterising the driving liquidity risk. In contrast to the credit risk litera-
ture, the intensities and loss rates are calibrated simultaneously and results show that loss
rates display more variations than intensities. Another advantage of our modelling ap-
proach, compared to the ad–hoc modelling approach adopted by practitioners, is that our
model is motivated by the driving risk of market anomalies. It is hence more explanatory
and consistent with market fundamentals. In order to account for potential randomness,
we also set up stochastic models for the intensity and the loss rate. We show that under
certain conditions closed form solutions exist, which can be used to tractably calibrate or
estimate the model parameters.
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